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r am sure it woula be somewhat more if it were done as seperate 
jobs- that is say if \le had one Journal done now and then another 
at a later time. They figure considerably better on larger jobs. 
In fact , I suspect that we could get even a better figure if we 
were to give them the three together-that is 1966 and 1967 for 
repriftt , and 1971 also . But we can hardly ·wait until the 1971 is 
ready for n printing to do the 1966 and 1967 , can we? 

I have read all the papers for the 1971 Journal and e'itec them 
and sent them on to the other reacers . :f they hurry with them 111e may 
have them reacly by first of 1971 , or even earlier. Then they require 
a month for printing from the time the material is submitted . tJhat 
do you thinl<'I 

Fourth , do you want me to go ahead and have a new brochure done 
for the :7TJ as ·we planned , or shoulc we wait until the 1971 Journal 
is out? Of course \'7e could have the brochure cione now and include the 
1971 Journal with it except for a picture of it . ,loulC. we in that case 
advertise the six Journals together at $3 . 60 or 3 . 50 insteac of the 
five at $3 . 00 , or how should we co this . I suppose we can sell ~he r'\ . J 

1971 Journal at the same price as the others- ~~ OO , or 60 cts. in l qS\tl 
of five or more. Let me know your thoughts in t his please . 

You die receive my last order for 10 sets of the WTJ I believe . 
I have not yet received them. 

in Ch~ 
.u/ 
Carte 

P.S. It is now set~lea that I shall spend January in Bar_ aaos c1uring 
which time I shall lecture, or teach , two courses- 3 hours in Christ
ian Ethics anc 1 hour in the Book: of Acts . I shall have the entire 
stucent body of the ~arbados Wesleyan 3ible College , plus the faculty , 
some missionaries and pastors of the area in my classes . I think l~rs • . ,JZ' 
Carter will accompany me . I should be busy, along with sunoay preaching . 
I shall return for the second semester at Taylor about February l . I 
look forward to this experience . They say it is wonderful in 3arbados . 
Your praye rs will be appreciated . I expect to have the 1971 \iTJ- CWC 
off hand before I leave . 




